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High-frequency cortical activity, particularly in the 250–600 Hz (fast ripple) band, has been implicated in playing a crucial role in epileptogenesis and seizure generation. Fast ripples are highly specific for the seizure initiation zone. However, evidence for the association of fast ripples with epileptic foci depends on animal models and human cases with substantial lesions in the form of hippocampal sclerosis, which suggests that neuronal loss may be required for fast ripples. In the present work, we tested whether cell loss is a necessary prerequisite for the generation of fast ripples, using a non-lesional model of temporal lobe epilepsy that lacks hippocampal sclerosis. The model is induced by unilateral intrahippocampal injection of tetanus toxin. Recordings from the hippocampi of freely-moving epileptic rats revealed high-frequency activity (>100 Hz), including fast ripples. High-frequency activity was present both during interictal discharges and seizure onset. Interictal fast ripples proved a significantly more reliable marker of the primary epileptogenic zone than the presence of either interictal discharges or ripples (100–250 Hz). These results suggest that fast ripple activity should be considered for its potential value in the pre-surgical workup of non-lesional temporal lobe epilepsy.
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Abbreviations: HFA = high-frequency (>100 Hz) cortical activity

Introduction

High-frequency (>100 Hz) cortical activity (HFA) has been linked to epileptic activity in humans and in experimental models (Allen et al., 1992; Fisher et al., 1992; Bragin et al., 1999a; Worrell et al., 2004; Jacobs et al., 2008). Recent experimental evidence suggests it is associated with the development of epileptic foci (epileptogenesis) (Bragin et al., 2004) and in seizure initiation (ictogenesis) (Bragin et al., 2005). In vivo activity from frequency band 200–500 Hz has proved highly specific for epileptic foci (Bragin et al., 1999a). The majority of studies describing experimental epileptic HFA used the kainate or pilocarpine models of temporal lobe epilepsy, which depend on the establishment of a substantial hippocampal lesion akin to hippocampal sclerosis (Bragin et al., 2004; Foffani et al., 2007). In this and other models that depend on an initial period of status epilepticus,
the morphological and functional alterations associated with the substantial neuronal loss have been implicated in the establishment of the chronic epileptic focus. Recently, the loss of neurons in the pilocarpine model has been implicated in the generation of epileptic high-frequency activity, and specifically for the shift from ripple frequencies (100–300 Hz) to fast ripple frequencies (200–600 Hz) (Foffani et al., 2007). In the present study, we use the intrahippocampal tetanus toxin model of non-lesional temporal lobe epilepsy (Hawkins and Mellanby, 1987; Jefferys et al., 1992; Jefferys and Walker, 2005) to test the hypothesis that neuronal loss is a prerequisite for the fast ripples of epileptic HFA.

Materials and methods

Surgery and electrode implantation

Male Sprague-Dawley rats (280–400 g) were anaesthetized with halothane. Bipolar recording electrodes (twisted Teflon-coated 125 μm diameter stainless steel wire; Medwire Corp, New York; with the tips separated 250–350 μm along the axis of the wires) were placed into CA3 and either CA1 or dentate granule cell body layers of both cerebral hemispheres, with the second pole in stratum radiatum (CA1, CA3) or stratum moleculare (dentate gyrus), using the evoked response produced by ventral commissural stimulation as a guide (Finnerty and Jefferys, 1993). Coordinates were: CA3, 2.7 mm posterior and 3.3 mm lateral to bregma and initially 3.9 mm below cortical surface; CA1, 3.1 mm posterior, 2.9 mm lateral and initially 2.1 mm deep; and dentate gyrus, 3.1 mm posterior, 3.3 mm lateral and initially 3.3 mm deep. One microlitre of phosphate buffered saline plus bovine serum albumin, either without (three controls) or with 4–5 ng (12 mouse LD50; 10 rats) tetanus toxin (kind gift of the Wellcome Foundation, Beckenham, UK) was injected into the right hippocampus, 2.7 mm posterior, 3.5 mm lateral and 3.5 mm below the cortical surface. An antibiotic (Panalog, Fort Dodge) was applied to the wound edge to avoid infection under the skin or headstage and the animals were allowed to recover under supervision in separate cages. After recovery from anaesthesia, the animals were housed separately postoperatively with free access to food and water, allowed 24–48 h to recover, and then handled gently to familiarize them with the recording procedure. All toxin-injected rats developed spontaneous seizures 4 or more (typically 7–10) days after surgery and none died. None of the control-injected rats developed seizures.

Recordings in vivo

Recording started 3–6 days postoperatively. The headstage contacts were connected, via counterbalanced wires, to a slip ring and preamplifier and then to differential amplifiers (Digitimer D160, band-pass: 0.5 Hz to 3 kHz, and DC to 3 kHz for six seizures). The amplified EEG signal was stored on FM tape (Racal V Store, Racal, Southampton, UK bandpass DC–3.25 kHz). Selected recordings from animals with fully developed epilepsy were made between 3 and 21 days after injection, and digitized using a signal acquisition system (1401, Cambridge Electronic Design, Cambridge, UK) at a sampling frequency of 2.5 kHz. After completion of the recording protocol, the animal was euthanized with an overdose of halothane. The brain was dissected out, fixed in formalin, and embedded in wax, prior to staining 10 μm parasagittal sections with cresyl fast violet or haematoxylin and eosin to confirm the electrode sites and examine for any morphological abnormalities.

Data analysis

Signal epochs lasting 0.3 s (ictal onset) or 0.5 s (interictal events) were analysed using Morlet wavelet transforms to determine their spectral composition (Li et al., 2007). Power spectra were calculated both from raw data and from data filtered by a high-pass filter (>100 Hz Finite Impulse Response filter). To quantify power spectra of signals and compare differences in spectral composition, we used an unbiased method by calculating the median, first spectral moment and second spectral moment of the acquired power spectra. Spectral moments were used to characterize the power of a signal over its bandwidth. The first spectral moment (or mean frequency, or spectral centre of gravity) is a weighted average and is a useful measure of the concentration of the signal power over its frequency range. First moment mom1 was calculated using following formula, where f is frequency and I is power.

\[ \text{mom1} = \frac{\sum f I}{\sum I} \]

The second spectral moment mom2 (analogous to the statistical variance) gives an indication of how spread-out or diffuse the spectrum is. All measures were calculated for the frequency band 100–1000 Hz.

\[ \text{mom2} = \sqrt{\frac{\sum f^2 I}{\sum I} - \left(\frac{\sum f I}{\sum I}\right)^2} \]

The ratio between the summed powers in the fast ripple (251–600 Hz) and ripple (100–250 Hz) bands was used to characterize electrophysiological data. Spectrograms with high temporal resolution were created calculating power spectra from 50 to 100 ms windows, with 90% overlap of adjacent windows, and presented as pseudo-colour plots.

To quantify the numbers of fast ripple and ripple events we implemented an automated, unbiased method to detect HFA events similar to that developed by Staba et al. (2002). Artefact-free epochs of interictal recording 1000 s in duration were selected and band-pass (100–600 Hz) filtered using a Finite Impulse Response filter. The standard deviation of the signal was calculated across the entire epoch. A sliding window of 200 ms was moved along the signal in steps of 200 ms. Windows with signal standard deviations greater than twice the whole epoch standard deviation were selected for further analysis. Within each of these selected windows individual spikes with amplitudes greater than five times the epoch standard deviation were identified. If more than six cycles were detected in the epoch then the median interspike interval was measured. If the median interspike interval was less than 4 ms then the event was identified as a fast ripple; if the median interspike interval was between 4 and 10 ms the event was identified as a ripple. The incidence of ripples or fast ripple events was expressed as rate per 10 min following the convention of Staba et al. (2002).

To examine synchronization between areas, intrahippocampal and interhippocampal coherence was calculated. For each animal, the coherence was derived from 40 epochs of 1 s duration, each containing episodes of HFA superimposed on interictal discharges. Coherence was calculated using Welch’s averaged modified periodogram with a window size of 128 samples (19.5 ms) and 50% overlap between successive windows. To assess the reliability of the coherence estimate, 95% confidence intervals were calculated using jack-knife statistics Chronux package (http://www.chronux.org) (Mitra and Pesaran, 1999).
Coherence is a function of the power spectral density ($P_{xx}$ and $P_{yy}$) of signals $x$ and $y$ and their cross power spectral density ($P_{xy}$). Coherence estimates the strength of any linear relationship between two signals at each frequency. Its values range from 0 to 1.

$$C_{xy}(f) = \frac{|P_{xy}(f)|^2}{P_{xx}(f)P_{yy}(f)}$$

Statistical analyses included $t$-test, Mann–Whitney test, Kolmogorov–Smirnov test and Fisher’s exact test, and were used as indicated in the text. All results are expressed as mean ± SEM.

**Results**

**Interictal activity and high-frequency cortical activity**

In the present study we recorded hippocampal activity from rats with fully developed epilepsy and spontaneous seizures. Electrodes were located in CA3 on both sides in all 10 animals, and a second set of electrodes was placed in each hippocampus in either CA1 (seven animals) or dentate gyrus (three animals). The interictal periods (between seizures) were characterized by brief synchronous interictal discharges. These discharges were transient spikes or sharp waves of variable duration and polarity. Differences in polarity are due to the precise locations of the bipolar electrodes in the hippocampal laminae. Interictal activity was recorded from the right, injected (henceforth ipsilateral) hippocampus alone (Fig. 1A) or from both hippocampi synchronously (Fig. 1B and D) in all 10 animals. In 4 of the 10 animals, interictal discharges were recorded from the contralateral hippocampus alone (Fig. 1C), and were more frequent than discharges originating from the ipsilateral hippocampus. The leading interictal discharge was most commonly recorded in the CA3 area of the ipsilateral hippocampus. Previous observations *in vitro* also showed that interictal discharges were initiated in CA3 (Jefferys, 1989).

Interictal discharges were associated with HFA, which was superimposed on the interictal discharges (Fig. 2). HFA was observed on 71 ± 7% of interictal discharges in the ipsilateral hippocampus in all 10 animals, whereas in contralateral hippocampus it was observed in five of 10 animals where they represented 48 ± 11% of interictal discharges (incidence not significantly different from ipsilateral hippocampus, Fig. 3B). The remaining five animals produced contralateral interictal discharges without HFA. If observed contralaterally, HFA usually occurred during bilaterally synchronous discharges (Fig. 1B and D), but in three animals HFA could also be observed during independent contralateral discharges. Although HFA could be observed in either hippocampus, its presence was significantly more common in the ipsilateral hippocampus (Fisher’s exact test; $P<0.05$). HFA could be observed in all hippocampal subregions: CA3, CA1 and dentate gyrus on both sides. Its morphology, amplitude and frequency varied (Fig. 2). The HFA waveform varied from spike-like (triangular) cycles (Fig. 4F) to a sinusoidal oscillatory pattern (Fig. 4E). Amplitudes ranged from 30 µV up to 1.9 mV. The mean amplitude of HFA was higher in contralateral hippocampus then in ipsilateral ($P<0.001$, Table 1). The frequency of HFA spanned the ripple and fast ripple bands (100–600 Hz; the demarcation between the bands is between 200 and 300 Hz, depending on the study). During individual interictal discharges, HFA frequency could shift from fast ripple frequencies to ripple frequencies or vice versa (Fig. 4). HFA could occur at any stage in the course of the interictal discharges (Fig. 2), but its highest probability of occurrence was during the peak of the discharges (Fig. 3A).

Median, first and second moments of the power spectrum for each episode of HFA were calculated to characterize its frequency profile (Table 1). The location of the peaks varied between rats, but was relatively consistent for each region in individual rats.

**Figure 1** Interictal discharges in the intrahippocampal tetanus toxin model of epilepsy. (A) Unilateral discharges originating in ipsilateral CA3, spreading to ipsilateral CA1. (B) Bilateral synchronous discharge, originating in ipsilateral CA3. In the ipsilateral hippocampus HFA is superimposed on interictal discharges. (C) Contralateral independent CA3 interictal discharges. (D) Bilateral synchronous discharges originating in contralateral CA1 with propagation to ipsilateral hippocampus. HFA is an integral part of the ipsi- and contralateral CA1 discharges. All panels are of raw data (0.5 Hz to 1 kHz).
The spectrum in Fig. 3D is based on a single epoch of 0.5 s including an interictal discharge as shown in Fig. 3C. The first spectral moment in this case was 359 Hz (Fig. 3D; averaged spectra for all rats are shown in Supplementary Fig. 1). The mean, across all the epileptic rats, of the first spectral moments in the ipsilateral hippocampus was 331 ± 4 Hz. During bilaterally synchronous interictal discharges, the first spectral moment in the contralateral hippocampus was 235 ± 6 Hz (Fig. 3E). During independent contralateral discharges the first spectral moment was 243 ± 4 Hz. HFA occurred preferentially in the ipsilateral hippocampus, where it had significantly higher frequencies than in contralateral hippocampus (Fig. 3E), whether during bilaterally synchronous or independent interictal discharges. The between-sides differences were also present within each of the hippocampal subregions recorded here (Fig. 3F). Most often the epileptic HFA was most pronounced in CA1 ipsilateral to the injection, where it has its maximum amplitude but the highest frequency was observed in CA3 ipsilateral to the injection (Fig. 3F). The ratio of summed powers in the fast ripple and ripple bands also was significantly higher in the ipsilateral hippocampus than in the contralateral (Fig. 3G), and in the contralateral hippocampus was significantly higher in bilaterally synchronous than independent interictal discharges (1.03 ± 0.12 and 0.54 ± 0.04, respectively). The inter-hemisphere difference in fast ripple/ripple ratio was consistent in each of the hippocampal subregions (Fig. 3H).

To understand which features of the HFA signals contribute to the high-frequency peaks in the power spectra, we calculated instantaneous frequencies from (i) inter-cycle intervals between adjacent cycles of HFA (Fig. 4C); and (ii) the width of individual cycles measured to the inflections either side of the negative spike (Fig. 4D). Both measures are less sensitive to the shape of the cycle waveform than the spectral analysis of the complete signal. Both inter-cycle interval and cycle width confirmed the presence of oscillations in the fast ripple and ripple bands (Fig. 4C and D). If the original signal had a sinusoidal (oscillatory) pattern (Fig. 4E) then it usually manifested with single peak in the power spectrum, visible in Fig. 4G as the substantial fast ripple band centred on 564 Hz between 30 and 60 ms. This pattern shows that fast ripples are not necessarily harmonics of simultaneous ripple band activity, as they are between 90 and 110 ms during the interictal discharge in Fig. 4G, and in Foffani et al. (2007). Where HFA contains harmonics (e.g. at 275 and 540 Hz in Fig. 4G), the individual cycles have a complex waveform (Fig. 4F) that was often triangular (spike-like) or appeared to have very small interposed cycles that could indicate out-of-phase firing.

In order to determine the rate of ripples and of fast ripples that were not harmonics due to a non-sinusoidal ripple waveform, we used an unbiased method to identify HFA events of six or more cycles based on thresholding HFA cycles at five times the overall signal standard deviation and characterized them as ripples and fast ripples by their median interspike intervals (Fig. 5A and B). Using this method we found that the rate of ripple events did not differ between ipsilateral (24.7 ± 7.4 per 10 min) and contralateral (15.1 ± 7.3 per 10 min; Fig. 5C). However the rate of fast ripple events in the ipsilateral hippocampus (19.0 ± 9.2 per 10 min) was significantly greater than in the contralateral (3.4 ± 2.6 per 10 min; Mann–Whitney test; P < 0.05; Fig. 5D). In all 10 rats the rate of fast ripples was greater in the ipsilateral hippocampus than the contralateral, and in 5 out of 10 rats the contralateral hippocampal recordings revealed no fast ripples at all (Fig. 5E).

Coherence analysis assessed the synchrony of HFA between hippocampal subregions (intrahippocampal coherence) and between hippocampi (interhippocampal coherence) during periods when pairs of signals both contained HFA (Fig. 3I). Intrahippocampal coherence was stronger than interhippocampal in both the ripple band (0.25 ± 0.01 and 0.16 ± 0.01; Fig. 3J) and fast ripple band (0.22 ± 0.01 and 0.14 ± 0.01; Fig. 3K; Mann–Whitney tests P < 0.001 in both cases). The higher coherence values for
very low frequencies probably represent propagation of, and synchrony between, the low-frequency components of interictal discharges.

In 9 out of 10 animals we observed repeated epileptiform discharges of various frequencies between 3 and 7 Hz, essentially short bursts of discharges that resembled the initial parts of seizures (Fig. 2F). These repeated epileptiform discharges occurred as local phenomena either in the ipsilateral hippocampus alone (three animals) or synchronously in both hippocampi (six animals), and never in the contralateral hippocampus alone. HFA was superimposed on repeated epileptiform discharges during their initial parts and/or throughout their full course. If the repeated epileptiform discharge propagated to the contralateral hippocampus, HFA occurred preferentially in the ipsilateral hippocampus.

None of the interictal epileptiform phenomena described above was observed in the three control animals injected with vehicle.

**Ictal activity and high-frequency cortical activity**

All animals in this study developed epilepsy characterized by spontaneous recurrent seizures, which were classified as complex partial seizures with secondary generalization. The 60 electrographic seizures recorded were characterized by two distinct onset patterns. The most common was hypersynchronous onset (‘HYP’ in Engel, 1990), which occurred in 83% of seizures and was characterized by initial high-amplitude slow waves on which HFA could be superimposed (Fig. 6A and B). These hypersynchronous-onset seizures had focal onsets followed by rapid propagation (within ~5 ms) to other ipsi- and contralateral areas (Finnerty and Jefferys, 2002). The second seizure pattern was characterized by a progressive build-up of ictal discharges (low-amplitude fast activity onset, or ‘LVF’; Engel, 1990; Bragin et al., 2005). This seizure pattern had a clear local onset with slower propagation, and occurred in 14% of recorded seizures.

The majority of seizures (73%) started in ipsilateral hippocampus with 63% originating in ipsilateral CA3 and 10% in ipsilateral CA1. Seizures with contralateral onset were observed in 27% of recorded seizures and all of them originated from contralateral CA3.

HFA occurred throughout the seizures (Fig. 6C) but here we focus on HFA at seizure onset (Fig. 6B). This ictal-onset HFA was present at the onset of ‘synchronous’ types of seizures. In contrast to interictal HFA, the presence of ictal-onset HFA did not differ statistically between ipsilateral and contralateral hippocampi.
hippocampi (10/10 and 7/10, respectively; Fisher’s exact test, \( P < 0.05 \)). High-frequency activity at the onset of seizures had similar morphology to that during interictal activity. Amplitudes of HFA did not significantly differ between ipsilateral and contralateral hippocampus (Table 1). Ictal-onset HFA showed significant differences in frequency, with higher frequencies in the ipsilateral hippocampus than the contralateral (first spectral moments \( 339 \pm 76 \) and \( 220 \pm 9 \) Hz; Table 1). We separated the contralateral onset seizures from pooled data and found that the ipsilateral hippocampi still had faster HFA than the contralateral (first spectral moments \( 403 \pm 16 \) and \( 261 \pm 10 \) Hz, respectively), therefore the ipsilateral hippocampus generates the faster HFA irrespective of side of seizure onset. HFA from ipsilateral and contralateral hippocampus also could be differentiated by the fast ripple/ripple ratio, which was significantly higher in the ipsilateral hippocampus than the contralateral. Spectra also differed between regions (Fig. 6E and G): median frequency was significantly higher in ipsilateral CA3 than contralateral (261 \( \pm 8 \) and \( 217 \pm 16 \) Hz, respectively; t-test, \( P < 0.001 \)). Ipsilateral and contralateral CA1 areas significantly differed in medians of power spectra (t-test, \( P < 0.01 \)) and fast ripple/ripple ratio (t-test; \( P < 0.05 \)), but not in the first spectral moments.

**Histology**

The animals in this study were routinely examined post-mortem to confirm the location of the injection, determined by a track of local damage a few tens of microns wide, and to detect any neuropathology (Fig. 7). We have previously shown that this model produces no neuronal loss in the hippocampus in \( 90\% \) of rats, and that the remaining \( 10\% \) have a focal lesion in CA1 with a near-complete loss of pyramidal cells within a \( 1 \) mm diameter region and normal neuronal density outside that region (Jefferys et al., 1992). Similar sporadic focal lesions of dorsal CA1 have been reported following ventral injections of low-dose tetanus toxin (Shaw et al., 1990; Mitchell et al., 1995, 1996). In the present study histological sections were obtained from 7 of the 10 animals. All of the animals processed in this manner revealed that the injection was located within the hippocampal CA3 region, and the electrodes were located in or near the cell body layers of CA3 and CA1 or dentate gyrus. None of the sections revealed neuronal loss apart from the local damage around the needle track, which was similar in toxin- and control-injected cases. The epilepsy-related lesions characteristic of a minority of rats in this model (Shaw et al., 1990; Jefferys et al., 1992; Mitchell et al., 1995, 1996) would have been immediately obvious on these sections. Figure 7 shows an example with documented fast ripples in the ipsilateral hippocampus; contralateral hippocampus also lacked neuronal loss (Supplementary Fig. 2 shows contralateral hippocampus).

**Discussion**

The central conclusion of this study is that epileptic high-frequency activity, consisting of both ripples and fast ripples, occurs in a
Table 1 Measurements of interictal and ictal epileptic discharges from ipsilateral and contralateral hippocampi of the 10 epileptic rats

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ipsilateral HFA (n = 760)</th>
<th>Contralateral HFA (n = 320)</th>
<th>Significance (t-test)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercital discharge amplitude</td>
<td>0.76 ± 0.02 mV</td>
<td>1.13 ± 0.04 mV</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercital discharge duration</td>
<td>78 ± 1 ms</td>
<td>90 ± 3 ms</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplitude</td>
<td>0.25 ± 0.01 mV</td>
<td>0.34 ± 0.02 mV</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First spectral moment</td>
<td>331 ± 4 Hz</td>
<td>235 ± 6 Hz</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second spectral moment</td>
<td>180 ± 2 Hz</td>
<td>153 ± 3 Hz</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>295 ± 4 Hz</td>
<td>191 ± 6 Hz</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast ripple/ripple ratio</td>
<td>2.77 ± 0.11</td>
<td>1.03 ± 0.12</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ictal</td>
<td>(n = 92)</td>
<td>(n = 65)</td>
<td>Significance (t-test)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplitude</td>
<td>0.24 ± 0.02 mV</td>
<td>0.21 ± 0.02 mV</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First spectral moment</td>
<td>339 ± 8 Hz</td>
<td>281 ± 8 Hz</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second spectral moment</td>
<td>188 ± 6 Hz</td>
<td>185 ± 4 Hz</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>293 ± 9 Hz</td>
<td>220.2 ± 9.1 Hz</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast ripple/ripple ratio</td>
<td>1.76 ± 0.16</td>
<td>0.87 ± 0.11</td>
<td>P &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seizure onset</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Intercital discharge amplitude and duration (first two rows) are the means and SEM of these epileptic events recorded wide-band. The bottom row indicates the percentages of seizures starting in the ipsilateral (injected) and contralateral hippocampi. All the remaining measurements are of the high frequency activity (100–600 Hz) superimposed on epileptic discharges, both interictal and ictal. Statistical tests are comparisons of ipsilateral and contralateral data. NS = not significant.

**Figure 5** Ripples and fast ripples detected by spike thresholding. (A) Typical ripple event from contralateral hippocampus. (B) Typical fast ripple event from ipsilateral hippocampus. (C) The incidence of ripples per 10 min did not differ between hippocampi. (D) The incidence of fast ripples per 10 min was significantly greater in the ipsilateral hippocampus [P < 0.05, Mann–Whitney test, (*)]. (E) in all cases the incidence of fast ripples was greater in the ipsilateral hippocampus (R), and in 5 of 10 animals was zero in the contralateral (L).

Hippocampi are capable of generating high-frequency activity, but it occurs preferentially in the ipsilateral hippocampus, where the frequency of HFA is in the fast ripple band. Bragin et al. (1999a) argue that fast ripples are a marker for brain areas capable of initiating spontaneous seizures both in the rat kainate model and in human temporal lobe foci (Bragin et al., 1999a; Staba et al., 2002). The association between fast ripples and the injected hippocampus in the tetanus toxin model supports this idea. The present report shows that substantial neuronal loss and hippocampal sclerosis, characteristic of previous reports (Bragin et al., 1999b; Foffani et al., 2007; Staba et al., 2007), are not prerequisites for fast ripple activity associated with epileptic foci.

The mechanisms for fast ripples are still a matter of active debate. Physiological ripples (~250 Hz) have been attributed to local interneuronal activity generating fast synchronous inhibitory postsynaptic potentials on pyramidal cells (Ylinen et al., 1998). They are normally driven by synchronous CA3 input into CA1 producing sharp-wave ripples, where the ripples occur at ~180 Hz. At the cellular level this mechanism leads to coordinated firing of pyramidal cells, which is thought to be important in the process of memory formation and memory consolidation (Axmacher et al., 2006). This mechanism does not appear fast enough to generate fast ripples.

In many situations individual HFA cycles can be shown to represent small population spikes due to synchronous firing of small groups of principal cells (pyramidal cells or granule cells) (Draguhn et al., 1998; Bragin et al., 1999a, 2000; Bikson et al., 2003; Jiruska et al., 2010). Several mechanisms have been proposed to synchronize principal cell firing on the timescale of a few milliseconds required for ripples and fast ripples: excitatory synaptic coupling (Dzhala and Staley, 2004), gap junction coupling (Draguhn et al., 1998) and ephaptic or field effect interactions (Snow and Dudek, 1984; Dudek et al. 1986; Jefferys, 1995; Bikson et al., 2003; Grenier et al., 2003).
Perhaps the most specific theory for fast ripples proposes they emerge from ripple activity (Foffani et al., 2007), when ephaptic coupling is weakened by neuronal loss and/or when spike firing reliability is reduced by increased synaptic noise. The theory derives from fast ripples found in vitro in CA3 of hippocampal slices from pilocarpine-treated animals (Foffani et al., 2007), and from the previous in vivo association of fast ripples with substantial neuronal loss in animal models and human recordings (Bragin et al., 1999b; Staba et al., 2007). Foffani et al. (2007) correlated fast ripples with the severity of cell loss, and attributed the relationship to a decreased efficiency of ephaptic coupling between the more widely spaced neurons. This would result in the population of synchronously firing pyramidal cells that would otherwise generate ripple activity splitting into smaller neuronal assemblies.
each generating independent ripple activity, which collectively result in higher-frequency, lower-amplitude ripples. The tetanus toxin model of temporal lobe epilepsy, as implemented here, is non-lesional: most animals lack hippocampal sclerosis and detectable neuronal loss; a minority, fewer than 10%, of animals do have a focal loss of CA1 pyramidal cells reminiscent of hippocampal sclerosis, extending 1–2 mm (Jefferys et al., 1992). Injecting similar, comfortably sub-lethal, doses of 10–20 mouse LD$_{50}$ into the ventral hippocampus results in similar focal lesions of CA1 in between 0 and 30% of cases (Hawkins and Mellanby, 1987; Shaw et al., 1990, 1994; Mitchell et al., 1995, 1996; Mellanby et al., 1997). There is some evidence that ventral injections can result in a higher incidence of lesions than dorsal (Shaw et al., 1990), and can lead to a loss of about one-third of hilar somatostatin neurons by 8 weeks after injection, but not at 4 weeks (Mitchell et al., 1995). Very high doses of tetanus toxin, e.g. 1000 mouse minimum lethal doses, produce substantial neuronal loss and mortality within 7–10 days (Bagetta et al., 1990) (the dose-response curve for tetanus toxin is steep so that for a given batch LD$_{50}$ is a little higher, by perhaps 2- to 4-fold, than the minimum lethal dose). The neuronal loss and mortality in these studies proved to be dose-dependent, being absent with 500 minimum lethal doses and mortality being higher and earlier with 2000 minimum lethal doses (Bagetta et al., 1990). The rats investigated in the present study were routinely processed for histological verification of electrode and injection sites, and none had discernable neuronal loss. The presence of prominent fast ripples in the absence of cell loss in the tetanus toxin model shows that neuronal loss is not prerequisite for fast ripples.

Reduced spike-timing reliability has also been implicated in the generation of fast ripples (Foffani et al., 2007). Essentially the latency to synaptically evoked action potentials becomes less predictable in epileptic tissue. This has been attributed to abnormally intense spontaneous synaptic activity superimposed on the experimental afferent stimulation; the additional synaptic activity was thought to be a consequence of sprouting of excitatory axon collaterals (Foffani et al., 2007). There are important differences between the fast ripples reported by Foffani et al. (2007) and the present results: the former appear to be a harmonic of the underlying ripple activity while the latter can occur in the absence of ripples. However, synaptic noise could be a factor in the tetanus toxin model given the sprouting that has been reported structurally for mossy fibres in dentate gyrus (Mitchell et al., 1996) and functionally for CA1 pyramidal cells (Vreugdenhil et al., 2002).

Epileptic high-frequency activity can be observed bilaterally; the contralateral hippocampus generally has slower frequencies than the injected, but in some cases is capable of generating fast ripple frequencies. Previous observations showed substantial involvement of the contralateral hippocampus in the epileptic syndrome evoked by unilateral hippocampal injection (Jefferys and Empson, 1990; Finnerty and Jefferys, 2002) and slices from the contralateral hippocampus generally has slower frequencies than the injected hippocampus (Jefferys, 1992). Essentially the epileptic high-frequency activity can be observed bilaterally; the contralateral hippocampus generally has slower frequencies than the injected, but in some cases is capable of generating fast ripple frequencies. Previous observations showed substantial involvement of the contralateral hippocampus in the epileptic syndrome evoked by unilateral hippocampal injection (Jefferys and Empson, 1990; Finnerty and Jefferys, 2002) and slices from the contralateral hippocampus generally has slower frequencies than the injected hippocampus (Jefferys, 1989). Differences in HFA distribution and its properties are in accordance with the previous observation that ipsilateral and contralateral hippocampus possess different underlying epileptogenic mechanisms (Empson and Jefferys, 1993; Whittington and Jefferys, 1994) characterized by distinct impairments of inhibition. The primary focus was characterized by transient (1–2 week) abolition of fast and slow inhibitory postsynaptic potentials. In the secondary focus, fast and slow inhibition was preserved but required stronger interneuronal stimulation to be evoked, suggesting lower intrinsic interneuronal excitability. If synchronization of principal neuronal firing depended on interneuronal firing then the absence of inhibition could explain the hyperexcitability and less precise co-firing of pyramidal cells in primary focus, and shift towards higher frequencies. The loss of inhibitory postsynaptic potentials in primary focus during the first 2–3 weeks after injection argues against the hypothesis that HFA is summated inhibitory postsynaptic potentials on pyramidal cells (Ylinen et al., 1995).
The present study shows that neuronal loss is not necessary for the fast ripples that have previously been associated with epileptic foci. Their selective appearance in the injected hippocampus provides a potential marker for the epileptic tissue under conditions where the slower components of epileptic discharges (mainly interictal), can appear bilaterally synchronous. Fast ripples are a candidate marker for epileptic foci under wider conditions than tissue with extensive neuronal loss.

At present, treatment of patients with non-lesional epilepsy represents a challenge and the future direction of modern epilepsy surgery. The main limitation in these patients is the uncertainty of the localization of the epileptogenic and seizure onset zones. Improving presurgical workup to localize the precise epileptogenic zone in these patients requires novel approaches and better knowledge about the underlying pathophysiological mechanisms. The work presented here suggests that detection of fast ripples could help to improve identification and localization of epileptogenic zones in patients with non-lesional epilepsy.
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